HOT PRODUCTS AND DEALS FROM BEE LINE
THE TRADE-IN UPGRADE PROGRAM
Upgrading to the latest from Bee Line has never cost less.
Bee Line Company has an excellent program to upgrade your existing truck alignment
equipment. We don’t care if you didn’t buy it from us or if we didn’t make it, we still want
to pay you big money to trade in and trade up to the critically acclaimed Bee Line LC7000
or LC7080 Alignment Gauging Systems. We don't care what condition your system is in, it's
worth money to us. We are so extremely confident you will appreciate the speed, user
friendliness, accuracy, durability and expanded capabilities of our new Bee Line LC7000, we
WILL PAY YOU to switch to the latest from Bee Line.

FRAME CORRECTION TOOLS

RUNWAYS AND ACCESSORIES

ALIGNMENT SYSTEMS

BALANCER AND SPINNERS

Correcting damaged truck frames
can be a big job, but it also means
it can earn you big money. The
good news is that when you buy
a Bee Line Frame correction
machine, we do everything to
make sure your shop is successful
in the frame correction business.

Advanced Aligners are the foundation for work in a dedicated alignment bay. With the truck elevated, you can perform computer
alignments, front and rear axle
camber corrections, frame corrections and rear axle alignments

Perform passenger and/or heavy
duty alignments with laser accurate computer alignment systems
from Bee Line. Several options
are available to best suit your
shop. Do alignments on the
floor, on the runways, or on our
lifts.

The new Smart Balancer II is the
most user-friendly on-the-vehicle
balancer on the market today.
The Smart Balancer II is the latest generation of touch screen
computerized system that
replaces all old strobe type balancers.

406 AXLE CORRECTION TOOLS

21000 REAR AXLE ALIGNER

402 FABRICATED AXLE TOOLS

FOUR POST ALIGNMENT LIFTS

Correct Camber - the 3rd leading cause of tire wear - with our
patented floating beam system.
A complete alignment isn’t complete without camber and caster
corrections using the 406 tools.

The 21000 is the fastest and easiest way to align rear axles on
tractors and trailers to the centerline of the vehicle. Laser
accurate readings take less than
10 minutes on the floor, runways
or lift.

Making camber corrections on
hollow fabricated axles requires
our 402 Tool Group. New
technology evenly distributes
force without compromising the
integrity of the axle.

Truck lifts are available for shops
that want the best of both worlds:
A heavy duty four post lift for general truck maintenance and repair
AND the ability to perform complete truck alignments, in the
same bay, on the same machine!

